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liberty. To search for these qualities in any quarter but that of youth is to
search in vain. The spirit of friendly rivalry so peculiar to the young folk is
another factor which renders them fit to undertake and accomplish this difficult
task. With these observations I appeal to you to take up the work of social
reconstruction.
There is for instance the curse of untouchability. I need not waste your
time by recounting to you the evils resulting therefrom. Enough has been said
about the necessity and desirability of removing that curse. But I merely wish
to point out that in order to realise the ideal of the dignity of man, untouchability
must go. Further, it is necessary that it should be blotted out, if you want to
give equal opportunities to all. I wish you to know what a great drawback it
is to be an untouchable. The legitimate doors of free and fair competition are
shut against the untouchables in practice. The so-called untouchable does
not derive the full benefits from society to which he is entitled. Why, he is
altogether outside the pale of society. It is up to you to redress this grievance,
The problem is one which must be tackled by the young and is capable of solution
only at their hands.
Then you have to educate the people on the dignity of labour. No man
ought to be condemned as low by reason of the work he is engaged in. In our
country, it is very essential that people ought to understand this ideal. Work
of any kind should not be despised. Work is not a curse, it is the prerogative
of intelligence, the only means to manhood and the measure of civilization.
Savages do not work. The growth of a sentiment that despises work is an
appeal from civilization to barbarism. It is because people have not felt what
is dignity of labour, that in this country, work is regulated by caste, the higher
castes taking to better kind of work, the lower being doomed to the meaner ones.
Why should it be ? Every man should be given the freedom of choice of profes-
sion. Capacity, not caste, should decide what work a man is fit for. It is for
Kou to spread this idea to the ignorant masses of India.
Resolutions,
The  following resolutions were passed  by the Conference re-assembling on
the next day :—
The first of these  expressed   loyalty   to  the   King  Emperor and  sense of
relic' and joy at the recovery of His Majesty.    The second resolution was one of
condolence  on  the deaths of the  Raja  of  Panagal,   the  Raja of Kamnad and
Dewan Bahadur O. Thanikachelam Chettiar.    The Conference then resolved that
a  Society on   the  lines  of the Servants  of India   Society should be started for
working for the amelioration  of the  conditions   of  the Non-Brahmins.   Another
resolution  requested Government not to sanction the proscription of such of those
text-books in schools as tended to perpetuate and spread superstitious ideas and
meaningless  practices of old.   An appeal was also made to Non-Brahmin authors
not to bring out such publications.   A request was also   made   to  Government to
appoint a special  committee  to recommend the exclusion of portions from books
prescribed by the Text Book Committee which were likely to spread  meaningless
superstitious ideas.   Special   treatment  was  prayed for the education of Muslim
boys in the Madura and Ramnad Districts and the adoption of Urdu and Arabic
as optional subjects for Mahommedan boys was urged.
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The Conference extended its cordial support to the recommendations of the
Committee which had been appointed by Government for reporting on the age
oi marriagfe and consent for girls, and appealed to the members of the Assembly
to gather support for the Bill. The Conference urged that absolutely no differen-
^SfT.:0* treatment should be given to the public in public institutions such as
~" ~Tw" "" and chavadies and in railway refreshment rooms. 11 was resolved
a 'propaganda committee for spreading the ideals of the Non-Brahmin
* iBpvement among the masses and to request Government and private
?$®^$ Non-Brahmin teachers and headn«asters in all schools to t&e
^ 'lupins

